Farming & Agriculture History
Since 2009, the Males Place Farm has
been a proud agricultural leader in the
production and distribution of clean,
fresh, seasonal, culturally appropriate
produce.
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The Males Place Mantra

It is our vision to be a food oasis; a
beacon of hope and an inspiration to our
people. We hope to help reclaim our
glorious agricultural and self-sufficient
traditions.
The Males Place lovingly offers direct
access to Black farmers, certified master
gardeners along with young Black
inspiring farmer’s that produce thousands
of pounds of fresh vegetables, fruits and
herbs distributed to participants, families,
seniors and all underserved neighbors
along the Beatties Ford Road Corridors.

I watch my thoughts, they become my words.
I watch my words, they become my actions.
I watch my actions, they become my character.
I watch my character, it determines my destiny.
Values are categories and priorities which
enhance or diminish human possibilitites. As a
result of the manhood training I’m receiving at
The Males Place, I have a positive focus on my
thoughts, words, actions, character, and destiny
which will enhance my possibilities, thus
benefiting myself, my family, my community and
my people.
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If the youth are not initiated into village they will burn it down to feel it’s warmth.
~African Proverb

Journey to
Learn more about our exploraton to
Ghana and how it has impacted our
youth. Your generosity enables us to
provide more opportunities like these for
our youth. Please consider giving today.
Visit: www.TheMalesPlace.org

Our Mission
To provide comprehensive and preventionbased behavior health education
programming, mentoring and life skills
training necessary for manhood
development for African Amercian boys
age 12-18; while creating a safe
environment for young men to grow
experientially, in community setting in the
United States and abroad.

